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Reg.No. :

Name : .............

v semester B.sc. Degree (cBcss - oBE - Regular/supplementar,v/
lmprovement) Examination, Novemb er 2022

(201 I A.dmission Onwards)
CORE COURSE IN PHYSICS

5807 PHY : Electrostatics and Magnetostatics

Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks ; 40

PART _ A

(short answer questions. Answer all questicns. Each carries 1 mark.)

i. Define coulcmbs iaw in electrostatics. Give iis equation"

2' Give the equation for the electrostatic energy of a continuous charge distribution.

3. what is electrostatic shielding ? Give one application.

4. U/hat is a polar moiecule ? Give an example.

5. write down the integral form of Ampere's law in magnetostatics.

6. 'iv'hai is a linear magneiic i-naierial ? 46x1=g)

PART _ B

(Short essay questions. Answer any six questions. Each carries 2 marks.)

7. ln a certain region the electric potential is given as V(x, y.z) = ei< - sy - z + 4.
Find the expression for the electric field.

8' Give a mathematical definition for one dimensional Dirac delta function.

I' Show that work done to move a charge between two points on an equipotential
surlace is zero.

'10. what do you mean by bound charges ? why they are called so ?
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11. Starling from the equation V. E =
matter.

arrive at v. D = p, for electric fields in

write down Lorentz magnetic force raw for the force on a point charge q. why
magnetic forces do no work ?

Find the vector potential inside an infinite solenoid with n terms per unit length,
radius R and current l.

what is meant by magnetization ?.How it is rerated with B and H ?

(6x2=12)

PART _ C

(Problems. Answer any four questions. Each carries 3 marks.)

15' starting from the boundary condition for electrostatic field across a sudace
charge density, show that the derivative of electrostatic potential normal to the
boundary is discontinuous.

16. The electric field in a region is given as E = kr3i , in spherical coordinates (k is
a ccnstani). Fini the vclume charge censity p as a functicri of :..

17 ' A capacitor is constructed from two metal plates each having an area of 1300 cm2.
A dielectric slab of thickness 5 mm and dielectric const ant 2.s fills the space
between the prates. carcurate the capacitance of the capacitor.

18. A sphere of radius R carries a polarization p(r) = kr, where k is a constant and
r is the vector from the center. (a) carcurate the bound charges oo and po.

19' A particle with charge 2 prc is moving with a speed of 150 m/s perpendicular
to a uniforrn magnetic field of magnitude 0.035 T. lt covers a circular path of
radius 60 cm. Find the mass of the particle.

20' An infinite solenoid (n turns per unit length, current r) is filled with linear magnetic
material of susceptibility xm. Find the magnetic field inside the solenoid. (4x3=12)
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PART - D

(Longessayquestions'Ans"rueranytwoquestions'Eachcarries5marks'1

21^ state and prove Gauss,s law in electrostatics Find the erectric field due to a

uni{ormly charged soiid sphet" ui u point outside the sphere'

22'Whathappenswhenadielectricisp|aced|:]..,nalelectrictield?Derivean
expression roi*.,e electric pot.''itiur'oue to ' 

poi'"'itJo oolett in terms of bound

,r'J::J;:::"r"::-i::.vorume 
current densities Derive the continuitv

equation. wni.n conservati.. ir* i. ,up't'ut;;il; ile continuity equation ?

24. compare the properties of paramagnetic' diamagnetic and ferromagntt'tr*u=10,

materials"


